
NOTE ON CUP-PRODUCTS

I. M. JAMES

1. Introduction. We consider CJF-complexes, K, of the form

en+q (J en (j 5^ where n — l>q = 2. That is to say, we regard the q-

sphere, SQ, as consisting of a 0-cell and its complementary g-cell, we

attach an «-cell en to Sg, and then we attach an (w-f-g)-cell en+" to

en U S". Consider the cohomology of K with coefficients in the ring

of integers. Let x, y, z denote the cohomology classes which are carried

by e", Sq, e"+q, respectively. I define the characteristic of K to be the

integer, m, such that

(1.1) x\J y = mz.

For example, m= +1 in a manifold. Let aE^n-i(Sq) denote the

homotopy class of the map Sn~1—*Sq by which en is attached. Then I

describe K as a complex of type (m, a). Our main result is:

Theorem (1.2). Let aEfn-i(Sq), where n — l>q^2. Let [a, iq]

E'"'n+q-2(Sq) denote the Whitehead product1 of a and a generator

iqEqrq(Sq). Then there exists a complex en+q U en U S" of type (m, a) if,

and only if, m[a, iq] is contained in the image of the homomorphism

a*:7rn+s_2(5n_1) —> TTn+q-i(Sq),

which is induced by a.

This theorem has significant applications from two points of view.

On the one hand, the relations discovered by Adem [l; 2], between

the Steenrod cohomology operations lead to new relations for the

Whitehead product. On the other hand, results from the theory of

Whitehead products lead to realization theorems for the cohomology

ring. For example, we deduce:

Corollary (1.3). There exists a complex en+q U e" U Sq of type

(m, a) if, and only if, m is a multiple of k, where k is a positive integer

determined by a.

For since n — l>q — 2, either irn-i(Sq) or r„+q-2(Sq) is a finite

group, by Proposition 5 on p. 498 of [ll]. Therefore [a, iq] has finite

order, and hence the projection of [a, iq] has order k, say, in the factor

Received by the editors April 14, 1956.

1 This is the notation for the product defined by J. H. C. Whitehead in [14].

(Numbers in square brackets refer to the articles listed at the end of the present

note.)
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group of irn+q-t(Sq) by the image of a*. Hence (1.3) follows from

(1.2). In particular we have

Corollary (1.4). If [a, ig]=0, then there exists a complex of type

(m, a) for arbitrary m. This is the case, for example, if q = 2, 3, or 7, by

(2.2) and (2.4) of [5].

By (4.5) of [7], a Whitehead product in the homotopy groups of an

odd-dimensional sphere is either zero or of order two. Hence we have

Corollary (1.5). Let aCirn-i(Sq), where q is odd and n — l>q^3.

Then there exists a complex en+q U en U Sq of type (m, a) for arbitrary

even integer m.

The most interesting case is when n = 2q and q is even, so that K

has the form e3q U e2q U Sq. Let x, y, z mean the same as before. By

(4.1) of [4] we have

(1.6) y\J y = hx,

where h denotes the Hopf invariant of a. Hence, by (1.1),

(1.7) y\J y\J y = hmz.

We pass to cohomology in the ring of integers, mod 3. Let x', y', 2'

denote the classes x, y, z, respectively, reduced mod 3. Consider the

homomorphism

S""2:Hq(K;Z3) -* H*q(K;Z3),

which is defined by Steenrod in [13]. We have 6>ql2(y') = (y')s, by

(6.10) of [13]; and hence <?ql2(y')=hmz', by (1.7). But since K has

trivial cohomology except in dimensions q, 2q, and 3q, it follows from

the Adem basis theorem ((1.4) of [2]) that <Pql2(y') =0 unless q/2 or

q/4 is equal to an integral power of three. Hence we obtain:

Theorem (1.8). Let aCir2q-i(S") be an element of Hopf invariant

prime to three, where q is even. Suppose that neither q/2 nor q/4- is equal

to an integral power of three. Then there exists no complex e3q U e2q U Sq

of type (m, a) unless m is divisible by three. Hence, by (1.2), there exists

no element fiCir3q-t(S2q~1) such that2 m [a, iq] =ao fi unless m is divisi-

ble by three.

In [10], Nakaoka and Toda prove a special case of (1.8) and use it

to show that the triple Whitehead product [[iq, it], iq] is of order

three unless q/2 is equal to an integral power of three. In [8], I use

the following corollary of (1.8) to prove that the sphere 5a_1 cannot

* The small circle, centred, denotes composition,
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carry a homotopy-associative multiplication unless q = 2 or 4.

By (4.1) of [l], ir2q-i(S") contains no elements of odd Hopf invari-

ant unless q is equal to an integral power of two. Hence we obtain

from (1.8):

Corollary (1.9). Let aEirig-i(Sq), where q^6. Suppose that

h= + 1, mod 6, where h is the Hopf invariant of a. Then there exists no

complex e*q U e2q U Sq of type (m, a) unless m is divisible by three.

Hence, by (1.2), there exists no element PE'^zq-i(S2q~1) such that

m[a, iq]=aoP unless m is divisible by three.

Apart from these applications, the characteristic of the complex

en+q U e" U 5« plays an important role in the determination of its

homotopy groups. I hope to develop this point in a second note. It

is worth remarking that the present topic can also be discussed in

terms of the cohomology invariants of mappings which are defined in

[12].

2. The relative Whitehead product. Let 5r_1 denote the unit sphere

in r-dimensional euclidean space, where r^2, and let V denote the

convex hull of Sr_1. Let X be a space, and let A be a nonvoid sub-

space. The elements of the relative homotopy group irr(X, A) are

homotopy classes of maps3 of (Vr, 5r_1) into (X, A), and the elements

of the absolute homotopy group irr-i(A) are homotopy classes of maps

of S^1 into A. The boundary operator d: irr(X, A)—>irr-i(A) is defined

by restricting representatives. We denote by ir the element of irr(Sr)

which is represented by the identity map of Sr. We also represent iT

by a map of Vr onto Sr, which is constant on 5r_1, so that the injec-

tion homomorphism u:irr(X)—>irr(X, A) is defined by composing

representatives with this map.

The Whitehead product, as defined in [14], is a natural bilinear

pairing of 7rp(X) with 7ra(X) to irp+q^i(X), where p, q ^ 2. The product

of XGflv(X) and p.Eirq(X) is denoted by [X, p.]. The relative White-

head product, as defined in [3], is a natural bilinear pairing of

irp(X, A) with irq(A) to 7rp+J_i(X, A), where p^3, q^2. The product

of X'GtTp(X, A) and p'E'!rq(A) is denoted by [X', p.']. There are two

relations between the relative product and the ordinary one. First,

by (3.5) of [3] we have

(2.1) d[\',p']+[d(\'),p'] = 0.

Secondly, let p. denote the injection of p,' into 7r,(X), and suppose that

X'=i*(X), where XGtp(X). Then we have

* The usual restrictions involving basepoints are to be understood throughout.
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(2.2) »*[X,m]= [X'.m'L

by (3.3) and (3.10) of [3].

3. The main theorem. Let aCirn-i(Sq), where n — l>q^2. Let L

be the complex which is obtained by attaching an w-cell en to Sq by a

map of homotopy class a. Leto-Cirn(L, Sq) denote the homotopy class

of the attaching map of e", so that a = d(a). Let

ff*:Vn+g-l(Vn, S"'1) -> 7TB+9-i(7, Sq)

denote the homomorphism which is induced by a. By (1.4) of [6], we

have that cr* is an isomorphism into, and that irn+q-i(L, Sq) is the

direct sum of (i) the image of a* and (ii) an infinite cyclic subgroup

generated by the relative Whitehead product [a, iq]. In other words,

a given element yCirn+q-i(L, Sq) has a unique expression:

(3.1) 7 = m[cr, iq] + <rop,

where m is an integer, and pCirn+q-i(Vn, Sn_1). By (2.1), —d[a, iq]

= [d(a), iq] — [a, iq], and by the naturality of the boundary operator,

d(cr o p) =d((r) o d(p) =a o r, where r=d(p). Therefore

(3.2) d(y) = — m[a, iq] + a or.

Consider the following portion from the homotopy exact sequence

of the pair (L, Sq):

1Tr(L)   ^  7Tr(7, Sq) -> 1Tt-l(Sq).

The remainder of this note is devoted to proving:

Theorem (3.3). Let fiCirn+q-i(L), and let K denote the complex

which is obtained by attaching an (n + q)-cell to L by a map of homotopy

class fi. Then

i*(fi) = m[u, iq] + cop,

where m is the characteristic of K, and pCiTn+q-i(Vn, 5"_1).

Assuming (3.3), the proof of (1.2) is completed as follows. Let m

be the characteristic of K, as in (3.3). Then di*(fi) =0, by exactness,

and so m[a, iq]=aor, by (3.2), where r = r3(p). Therefore m[a, iq]

lies in the image of the homomorphism

a*:irn+q-t(Sn-1) —> irn+q-t(Sq).

Conversely, suppose that m[a, iq] lies in the image of a*, for some

integer m. Then there is an element TCirn+a-t(Sn~1) such that

m[a, iq]=aor. Consider the element
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7 = w[cr, iq] + a Op,

where p is the element of ir„+q-i(Vn, Sn_1) such that d(p) =r. We have

6(7) =0, by (3.2). Hence, by exactness, there is an element

fiCirn+q-i(L) such that i*(fi) =7. Let K be the complex which is ob-

tained by attaching an («+g)-cell to L by a map of homotopy class fi.

Then the characteristic of K is equal to m, by (3.3). This completes

the proof of (1.2) subject, of course, to proving (3.3).

4. A formula for cup-products. The cohomology theory in what

follows has coefficients in the ring of integers. Consider a CW-

complex X, and a pair of elements aCHp(X), bCHq(X), such that

a\Jb = 0, where p, q^2. Suppose that Hv+o-^X) is finite. Then I

define an integer-valued function, h, on irP+q-i(X) as follows. Let

\CirP+q-i(X). Let X* denote the complex which is obtained by at-

taching an oriented (p+q)-cell to X by a map of homotopy class X.

Let c denote the cohomology class which is carried by the cell. There

are unique elements a'CH"(X*), b'CHq(X*), which map into a, b,

respectively, under the injection. Since a\Jb = 0 in X, there is an

integer m such that a'VJb' = mc. I define h(K) =m. We prove:

Theorem (4.1). The function h constitutes a homomorphism of

irp+q-i(X) into the group of integers.

We prove (4.1) in the following form:

Lemma (4.2). Let Xi, X2, ̂ Cirp+^^X) be elements such that Xi+X2

+Xj = 0. Then

h(\i) + h(\t) + h(\3) = 0.

In what follows, let t be an indexing integer which takes values

1, 2, 3. Let Xt denote the complex which is obtained by attaching a

(p+q)-cel\ et to X by a map of homotopy class X(, so that

XiC\X3 = Xi(~\X3 = XiC\Xt = X.

Let X' = Xi\JX2KJX3. Consider the injections:

H'(X') -> Hr(Xt) -> Hr(X).
jt tt

Let a', b' denote the cohomology classes of X' such that itjt(a') =a,

itjt(b')=b, and let ct denote the class which is carried by et. Since

oU6 = 0 in X, there are integers mt such that

a' \J b' = miCi + rntCt + m3c3.

However, by the naturality of the cup-product,
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u(a')Vjt(b') =jt(a'\JV)

= ntijt(ci) + m2jt(c2) + m3jt(c3)

= mtjt(ct).

Hence mt = h(\t), by the definition of h. Since Xi-r-X2-r-X3 = 0, by

hypothesis, there is a map/:5p+8—>X' which maps Sp+q onto each of

the three cells e, with degree 1. Let/*:77r(X')—>77r(S*+«) denote the

homomorphism induced by/, which is trivial unless r=p+q. Then

f*(ct) =c, the cohomology class of Sp+q. Hence

(«i + m2 + m3)c = f*(mici + m2c2 + m3c3)

= f*(a' \J b')

= f*(a')\J f*(b'),

which is zero. Therefore mi+m2+m3 = 0, since Hp+q(Sp+q) is freely

generated by c. Since mt = h(\^}, this proves (4.2). The passage from

(4.2) to (4.1) is elementary, and will be omitted.

It is worth mentioning that h(K) can equally well be defined to be

the functional cup-product [12 ] of a and b with respect to X.

5. Analysis of the homotopy groups. We make preparations for the

proof of (3.3), which will be completed in the next section. Let the

notation mean the same as in §3. Thus aETn-i(Sq), where n — l>q

^2, and L is the complex which is obtained by attaching e" to Sq by

a map of homotopy class a. The characteristic map of en represents

a generator oE^n(L, Sq), such that d(<r) =a. We now attach 5" to L

at xo, the 0-cell in S", so that ST\L = xo. Let M = SnVJL. Consider the

following maps, where u is the inclusion map, v is the retraction such

that vSn = x0, and g is a map such that (i) g maps Sq identically, (ii)

v o gc^l, and (iii) g maps en onto S" with degree 1:

(L, Sq) ̂  (M, Sq) -°> (L, Sq) 4 (M, Sq).

Let g*, g#, etc. denote the homomorphisms induced by g, etc., as

shown in the following commutative diagram together with the in-

jections i* and j*.

£* v* u*
Tr(L) UTt(M)->Tr(L)-> 1Tr(M)

(5 • 1) ** I i* I i* I j* I

1Tr(L, Sq) -> Tr(M, Sq) -> Tr(L, Sq) -^ Tr(M, Sq).
gt n uf

Since v o u = l and v o gc^l, we have at once:
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(5.2) u*w* = 1,        »*g* = 1.

Let KnCirn(M) denote the homotopy class of the inclusion map

Sn-*M, and let X„ =/*(«„)Cirn(M, S"). Let pCiTn+q-i(Vn, S"-1), so

that X„ o pCirn+q-i(M, SQ). I assert that:

. (a)    (gt[<r, *«] = «#k iq] + [Xn, *,],

(b)   lg#(tr o p) = ut(<r op) + X„ o p.

For it follows from the definition of g that gt(o) =ut(a)+\n. Hence

gt[v, iq] = [gt((r), iq], bv naturality,

= [m(a), iq] + [X», iq], by linearity,

= ut[a, iq] + [X„, iq], by naturality.

This proves (a). In the case of (b), we have

gf(o- o p) = gf(a) o p = (uf(c) + X„) o p

= «/(or) o p + X„ o p, by (23.13) of [9],

= uf(a o p) + X„ o p.

This completes the proof of (5.3).

We use these relations to prove

Lemma (5.4). Let fiCirn+q-i(L) be an element such that

i*(fi) = m[ar, iq] + o-op,

where m is an integer and pCirn+q~i(Vn, 5"_1). Let w denote the White-

head product [k„, Kq]Cirn+q-i(M), where KrCirr(M) (r = n, q) denotes

the homotopy class of the inclusion map Sr—*M. Then

g*(fi) = m*(/3) + mw + Kn o p.

We have to show that the element

6 = w*(/3) +mw + Knop - g*(fi)

is zero. We first of all check that:

(a)   (j*(e) = o,

(    } (b) We) = o.

In the case of (a), we have

gti*(fi) = mgtWt iq] + gt(<ro p)

= muf[a, iq] + m[\„, iq] + ut(<r o p) + X„ o p, by (5.3),

= uti*(fi) + m[\n, iq] + X„ o p.
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However, since (5.1) is commutative we have

gti*(P) - wi*(P) = j*g*(P) - j*u*(P),

and therefore

j*g*(P) = j*u*(P) + m[\n, iq] + X„ o p.

However, [X„, iq] = [j'*(k„), it]=j*[Kn, Kq], by (2.2), and X„op

=j*(iin) o p =>(«„ o p). Therefore

j*g*(P)   = j*U*(P) + mj*(w)  + j*(Kn o p).

This proves (a). In the case of (b), we have v*(k„) =0, since vSn = Xo.

Therefore i)*(/t„op)=i)*(/t,)op = 0, and v*(w)=v*[nn, k«]=0, by

naturality. Moreover, t;*w*(/3) = v*g*(P), by (5.2). Hence d*(0)=O,

which completes the proof of (5.5).

Since j*(9) =0, it follows from the exactness of the homotopy se-

quence of the pair (M, L) that 9 = u*(<p), where (j>E'irn+q-i(L). There-

fore

6 = u*v*u*(<p), by (5.2),

= m*»*(6) = 0,

by (5.5b). This completes the proof of (5.4).

6. Proof of the main theorem. We carry straight on from the previ-

ous section so as to prove (3.3) and thereby complete the proof of

(1.2). Thus L = c"U58, and PEfn+q-i(L) is an element such that

(6.1) i*(P) = m [a, it] + o- o p,

where m is an integer and pG7r».+5-i(Fn, 5n_1), as in (3.3). Let K be

the complex which is obtained by attaching en+q to L by a map of

homotopy class p. Let x, y, z denote the cohomology classes of K

which are carried by en, Sq, en+q, respectively. We have to prove that

m is the characteristic of K, i.e. that

(6.2) x\J y = mz.

Recall that M=SnyJL, and that g maps Sq identically and maps

en onto both Sn and en with degree 1. Let A7 denote the complex which

is obtained by attaching an (n+q)-ce\\ cn+q to M by a map of homo-

topy class g*(/3). Let/:X—>A7 be a map which agrees with g on L and

which maps en+q onto cn+q with degree 1. We can think of N as the

complex which is obtained from K by identifying to a point the

boundary of an w-element in the interior of en, so that/ is the identi-
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ficationmap. Consider the induced homomorphism f*\H'( N) —>7P(7C).

Let a', b', c' denote the cohomology classes of N which are carried by

Sn, Sq and cn+q, respectively. Then

f*(a') = x,       f*(b') = y,       f*(c') = z.

Let h denote the integer-valued homomorphism of irn+q-i(M) which

is defined in §4, with respect to the pair of cohomology classes which

are carried by Sn, Sq, respectively. Then a'\Jb'=kc', where k = hg*(fi),

and therefore

x\J y= f*(a') U f*(b') = f*(a' U b'), by naturality,

= kf*(c') = kz.

Hence (6.2) is equivalent to the proposition:

(6.3) hg*(fi) = m.

To prove (6.3), we need the following lemma. Let KrCirr(M)

(r=n, q) denote the homotopy class of the inclusion map Sr—>M.

Then 7r„+9_i(Af) contains the elements Knop and w= [k„, nq], as in

(5.4). Let m*:7t,(7)—>irr(M) denote the injection. I assert that:

(a) (hu*(fi) = 0,        h(Knop) = 0;

(b) I  h(w) = 1.

For consider the complex Sn U K, where 5" PI K = x0, which is ob-

tained by attaching en+q to M by a map of homotopy class w*(j3).

Let a', b' denote the cohomology classes of Sn U K which are carried

by Sn, Sq, respectively. Then a'\Jb'— 0, since TC is a retract of

Sn U K, and hence hu*(fi)=Q, as asserted. Similarly h(nnop)=0,

which completes the proof of (a). In the case of (b), let P denote the

product complex SnXSq. Let P* = en*UP, a complex which may be

obtained by attaching cn+q to M by a map of homotopy class w. Let

a', b', c' denote the cohomology classes of P which are carried by

S", Sq, cn+q, respectively, and let a", b", c" denote the corresponding

classes of P*. Then a'\Jb' = c', and hence a"\Jb" = c", i.e. h(w)=l.

This completes the proof of (6.4).

To return to (6.3), we have

hg*(fi) = h(u*(fi) + mw + k„ o p), by (5.4),

= hu*(fi) + mh(w) + h(KnOp), by (4.1),

= m, by (6.4).

This proves (6.3), i.e. (3.3), and the proof of (1.2) is now complete.
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